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Abstract
The introduction of self-describing web services has opened
up new avenues for the creation of information gathering
agents, which are capable of discovering and employing such
services at run time to answer user queries. It is desirable
for such agents to not only build and execute a query plan,
but also specify what information is not returned. In this pa-
per we present a model for expressing the semantics of web
services to provide information for such incompleteness anal-
ysis. The model relies on an external type system, which, in
addition to types, specifies operations that can be performed
on the types and properties of these operations. We also de-
scribe an algorithm for answering user queries in this model.

1 Introduction
The vision of the Semantic Web is that objects in the In-
ternet are self-described in such a way so as to permit pro-
grammatic agents to reason about them and use them. Ap-
plied to web-accessible services, this means that a service
description provides not only information about the service
interface (how the service can be invoked), but also about
preconditions and effects of the service invocation, includ-
ing semantics of the returned values.
One application of such self-described services is infor-

mation gathering agents [10, 8, 9]. Agents could answer a
user query by automatically discovering and invoking ser-
vices that provide relevant information. It is also desirable
that such an agent could reason about the cost of answering
the query and completeness of the answer.
While appealing, the problem of constructing a model for

semantic web service descriptions is hard, because such a
model needs to support thousands of services belonging to
different providers. Several models have been proposed to
describe services [16, 12], interactions between them [4],
and to create large-scale repositories of service descriptions
[15]. We believe that the information provided by these
models is not sufficient for an information gathering agent
of the kind mentioned above. WSDL and UDDI do not pro-
vide information about the semantics of returned answers. In
OWL-S [12], although such information can be folded into
precondition formulas, it is not required by the standard.
In this paper we propose a model for semantic service de-

scription that allows for quantification of (in)completeness
of a query answer, as opposed to just detecting the fact that
the answer might be incomplete. We limit ourselves to ac-
tions that only read data encapsulated by the service, as op-
posed to modifying the state of the world. We also describe
our representation of a query plan as a combination of ser-

vice calls and local database operations, and present an al-
gorithm for constructing such plans.

2 Modeling Semantics of Web Services
The two most popular approaches for describing semantics
of an information service are the relational model and de-
scription logics.
The relational model is widely accepted in the database

community. It is simple, well understood, and fast al-
gorithms have been developed for processing of relational
databases. Several information gathering systems have
adopted the relational model extended with binding patterns
[8, 9]. Different service vendors can either commit to a
global schema at design time of the services, or provide de-
scriptions of their services in terms of a global schema using
non-trivial SQL queries. The former approach is adminis-
tratively infeasible, while the latter does not scale with the
number of services that can be used to answer a query.
Description logics (DL) are another model that has been

used in the multi-database community [3, 10]. DL is a sub-
set of first-order logic that can be used to describe complex
ontologies in terms of concepts, roles, and relations between
them. Description logics have become even more impor-
tant now, with the growing popularity of Semantic Web and
ontology-based data integration. The recently proposed lan-
guage for specifying ontologies on the web, OWL [11], is
based on the DL model.
The flexibility of description logics comes at the cost of

efficiency. With the increased expressiveness of a DL, the
complexity of reasoning about concept subsumption goes
from polynomial to undecidable. Creation of an automated
information gathering agent requires performing efficient
search over expressive service descriptions, which involves
such reasoning. Therefore, we choose a combined approach,
where an ontology-based description of a service is precom-
piled into a relational description. The relational description
we use is based on a type system which has simple hierar-
chical structure, and allows for fast subsumption reasoning.

2.1 Type system
Our type system defines types and operations on them.
There are basic and complex types. The basic (primi-

tive) types represent scalar values, such as String, Number,
or Location. Complex types describe tuples of values. Us-
ing database terminology, complex types can be viewed as
relations (tables).
For example, a complex type for general information



about flights can be defined in terms of other types as fol-
lows
TYPEDEF AbstractFlight {
Location from, to;
DateTime departure;
TimeInterval duration;
String flightno; }

Values of types can be used in expressions involving
equalities and inequalities. To associate meaning with the
latter, we assume that a total order relation is defined for
every type used in an inequality.
Complex types can be mapped to OWL classes and

properties with restrictions on cardinality, domain, and
range. For example, from is a property with domain
AbstractFlight and range Location, and class
AbstractFlight has an “exactly one” cardinality re-
striction on property from.
An operation is defined by its name, types of parameters,

and a result type. An operation may have any number of
arguments. However, all examples in this paper refer only to
binary operations. We assume referential transparency (i.e.
we can substitute any expression for an equal one).
For each operation, monotonicity information may be

provided for each of the arguments. For example, the tra-
ditional minus operation defined as (int, int) → int is in-
creasing with respect to the first argument and decreasing
with respect to the second. We denote this information us-
ing the notation incr(′′−′′, arg1) and decr(′′−′′, arg2).
Finally, operations can be grouped into clusters which

specify how to compute an argument of an operation given
the result and other arguments, when it is possible. There-
fore a cluster for an n-ary operation can have up to n + 1
elements. Taking integer arithmetic as an example, one can
create the following cluster, which describes relations be-
tween the addends and the sum:
Arguments: int A, int B, int C;
{ plus(A, B) = C;
minus(C, A) = B;
minus(C, B) = A; }

Operation properties are usually not described by ontolo-
gies. Agents assume properties of some (basic) types to
perform operations on them. For example, the above plus-
minus cluster is usually assumed for all numeric types. Mak-
ing operation properties explicit allows the agent to reason
about expressions on non-built-in types. For example, it is
possible to define an operation of multiplication involving
Appointment and Float operands. The agent does not
need to understand that this operation means increasing the
length of the appointment, but it may need to know how to
compute (i.e. build an expression for) the length of the orig-
inal appointment given the new length and the factor.

2.2 Service description
Services are viewed as collections of methods that operate
on complex types. In this paper we consider only informa-
tion gathering methods, i.e. those that read the state of the
world but do not update it.
Each method has a name, a set of typed parameters, and

a set of typed outputs. For example, the method GetFlight-
Info below of a travel reservation service takes three parame-
ters (two airport locations and a departure date), and returns
exact departure time, flight number, and a flight duration.
Each method can supply information about possibly multi-
ple types. For instance, our example method can be used to

get both information about a flight and estimate travel time
between two locations, corresponding to complex types Ab-
stractFlight and TransportationTime respectively.
The restriction specifies what subset of instances of a

complex type will be returned when the method is called
with particular parameters. For example, for the Abstract-
Flight type only records with the given source and desti-
nation locations and departure time within 12 hours of the
specified moment will be returned.1 In general, the restric-
tion of a method is a conjunction of inequalities involving
parameters of the method, fields of the complex type, con-
stants, and operations defined by the type system. Restric-
tions correspond to preconditions and conditions of condi-
tional outputs of an OWL-S service.
The assignment section of the method specification de-

scribes how to obtain values of the fields of the complex
type given values returned by the method call. When Get-
FlightInfo is used to obtain values of type AbstractFlight,
outputs of the method are directly assigned to the fields of
tuples. In case of the TransportationTime type, the constant
time interval of three hours is added to the flight duration to
account for check-in procedures.
QMETHOD GetFlightInfo {
In: Location P1, Location P2,

DateTime P3;
Out: DateTime O1, String O2,

TimeInterval O3;
Relation AbstractFlight:
Restr: from=P1, to=P2,

departure>P3-12h, departure<P3+12h;
Assign: departure=O1, flightno=O2,

duration=O3;
Relation TransportationTime:
Restr: from=P1, to=P2, means=flight;
Assign: duration=O3+3h; }
Note that a method providing information about a partic-

ular type does not have to return all instances of the type
(rows of the virtual table) or fill in all fields of the tuples
(columns of the virtual table). The set of rows returned is
described by the restriction section. The assignment section
enumerates all provided fields.
In the rest of this paper, we will use a simplified version

of this service description. We will assume that each service
provides information about exactly one relation, and output
assignments always assign method output directly to the tu-
ple fields. Thus, the Out part of the method specification
contains all fields bound by the method. These simplifica-
tions do not affect the algorithm we describe, but make our
examples more readable. For example, the version of the
above description for the AbstractFlight type is
QMETHOD GetFlightInfo {
In: Location P1, Location P2,

DateTime P3;
Out: from, to, departure, duration,

flightno;
Restr: from=P1, to=P2, departure>P3-12h,

departure<P3+12h; }

2.3 Queries
In the context of an information gathering agent, the goal
of service integration is to obtain information specified by a

1We use infix notation for operations for brevity, P3 − 12h is
actuallyminus(P3, 12h).



query using calls to service methods and local processing. A
query is defined as a complex type, a set of restrictions, and
a set of fields of the complex type which need to be filled in.
For example, the query to get flight numbers for all flights

between New York (NYC) and San Francisco (SFO) on
March 21, 2004 (without duration information), can be spec-
ified as follows
Query Q = [AbstractFlight,
(departure="21MAR2004", from="NYC",
to="SFO"), (flightno)]
Such a query is similar to OWL-QL queries [7]. In OWL-

QL, a query is described by a query pattern, a list of param-
eters to bind, and an optional answer pattern. The query pat-
tern is a conjunction of OWL clauses essentially specifying
the type of information searched for. For the above exam-
ple, an OWL-QL query pattern would specify that the query
is about AbstractFlights that have particular restric-
tions on the departure, from, and to properties, and
also have some value for the flightno property. The bind
list specifies what variables need to be returned. In our case,
only values for the flightno property are of interest.
We chose the database-like representation of queries for

the purpose of illustrating our algorithm. Furthermore, in
examples in the rest of this paper, for simplicity, we will
assume that all fields of the complex type are required, and
will skip the name of the complex type when it is clear from
the context.

2.4 Query plans
If the complex type is viewed as a relational table, both
method calls and queries specify some regions of this ta-
ble. A query plan combines the parameterized regions cor-
responding to method calls using local SELECT, UNION,
and JOIN operations to approximate the shape of the query
region. The SELECT operation filters out tuples returned
by a method call but irrelevant to the query. Thus, SELECT
operations (filters) decrease the set of rows in the plan re-
gion. The UNION operation simply merges sets of tuples,
and therefore increases the set of rows in the plan region.
The JOIN operation is an inner join with a condition that all
fields existing in both parts are equal. The JOIN operation
increases the set of columns in the plan region. Note that
although it is desirable that the plan region have exactly the
same set of rows as the query region (the same set of in-
stances), extra columns (fields of the instances) do not have
to be removed even if they are not required by the query.
We use the term planner to refer to the algorithm for find-

ing a query plan for a given query. The planner presented in
this paper takes a type system as an argument and does not
assume any properties of operations except those explicitly
specified. Although an algorithm that makes assumptions
about some operation properties (e.g. linearity) can possibly
achieve better performance, we believe that the flexibility
offered by our approach is necessary in the Semantic Web
world.

3 Examples
To illustrate our ideas, we will use two scenarios. In the rest
of this paper, a superscript in formulas is used to specify the
scenario being referred to. The first scenario (superscript
A for airline) is used to demonstrate how multiple method
calls can be combined with local processing to obtain com-
plete information. The second scenario (superscript C for
calendar) highlights computation of method parameters by

transforming restrictions. In the examples, String, Number,
DateTime, TimeInterval, and Location are primitive types.

3.1 Airline scenario
In the first scenario, the goal is to collect information about
available flights between two locations on a given date by in-
teracting with services providing information about airlines
and schedules. The query is defined in terms of a type (rela-
tion) AirTicketInfo, which has the following fields:
TYPEDEF AirTicketInfo {
Location from, to;
DateTime depart;
String flightnum, airline;
Number numseats; }

An instance of this type describes a flight, including the
source and destination airport codes, the departure time, the
flight number (two letters followed by four digits), the name
of the airline, and the number of seats available.
Our earlier query about flights from New York to San

Francisco can be concisely stated as:
QA = (depart = ′′21MAR2004.12 : 00′′,

from = ′′NYC′′, to = ′′SFO′′)
Let us assume that the service discoverer finds three ser-

vice methods that can provide relevant information. The
GetSchedule method returns flight numbers and departure
and arrival times for flights between two locations on a given
date carried by United and Continental, and takes the airline
number as an argument. The discoverer generates two artifi-
cial methods, GetSchedule1 and GetSchedule2, correspond-
ing to the two airlines. Method GetAirline returns a name
of an airline given a flight number. Finally, method GetNu-
mAvailableSeats returns the number of available seats given
the flight number and departure date.
QMETHOD GetSchedule1{//sim.,GetSchedule2
In: Location P1, Location P2,

DateTime P3, String airline;
Out: from, to, depart, flight;
Restr: from=P1, to=P2, depart>P3-"12h",

depart<P3+"12h",airline="United";}
QMETHOD GetAirline {
In: String P1;
Out: flight, airline;
Restr: flight=P1; }
QMETHOD GetNumAvailableSeats {
In: String P1, DateTime P2;
Out: flight, depart, numseats;
Restr: flight=P1; depart=P2; }
We would like the planner to produce the following plan:

1. In parallel
• Call GetSchedule1 with P1=′′NYC′′, P2=′′SFO′′,
P3=′′21MAR2004′′.

• Call GetSchedule2 with P1=′′NYC′′, P2=′′SFO′′,
P3=′′21MAR2004′′.

2. Combine results of the above method calls using the
UNION operation. This produces a set of required tuples
with four fields filled in.

3. To fill in the two missing fields, do the following opera-
tions in parallel and JOIN the newly obtained fields into
the existing tuples
• Call GetAirline for each of the tuples setting P1 to be
equal to the flight number.



• Call GetNumAvailableSeats for each of the tuples set-
ting P1 to be equal to the flight number and P2 to the
departure time.

This plan will extract as many required tuples as possible
given available services. The planner should also state what
part of information can be extracted. In this case, only flights
by United and Continental are retrieved. If there is a Delta
flight which satisfies the restrictions, it will not be found
by this plan, because information about Delta flights is not
accessible using the available services.

3.2 Calendar scenario
The second scenario models a situation where we want to
find calendar appointments that start and end between two
given time points by consulting a service that searches ap-
pointments by their beginning and duration.
The relation for calendar records is defined as follows:
TYPEDEF CalendarEntry {
DateTime beginning;
TimeInterval duration;
String label; }

The query we want to answer is
QC = (beginning > C1, beginning + duration < C2)

where C1 and C2 are some constants of type DateTime, i.e.
we are looking for all appointments starting after a given
moment C1 and ending before another moment C2.
Suppose, the discoverer finds only one method that re-

turns information of the relevant type, but limits the duration
of the appointment instead of its ending time:
QMETHOD CalendarM {
In: DateTime P1, TimeInterval P2;
Out: beginning, duration, label;
Restr: beginning>P1, duration<P2; }
A possible plan to answer our query involves calling

CalendarM with P1=C1 and P2=C2-C1, and then tak-
ing only those of the returned tuples that satisfy (begin-
ning+duration<C2).
As these examples show, to create a plan our planner

needs to be able to compute parameters of method calls and
find combinations of method calls and local database oper-
ations that produce a complete (if possible) set of instances
required by a query. In the following sections we first in-
troduce our plan model and then describe an algorithm and
demonstrate how it finds query plans in the above scenarios.

4 Plan Model
First, let us introduce some definitions. A restriction is a
logical formula over an instance of a complex type. Restric-
tions in queries and service descriptions are conjunctions of
(in)equalities. By empty restriction we denote the restric-
tion equal to TRUE. The total set of instances of a complex
type is denoted by U . For a given restriction R, SET (R)
is the set of instances of U that satisfies R. The following
relations between restrictions and sets hold for any two re-
strictions R1 and R2:

SET (TRUE ) = U
(R1 → R2) ≡ (SET (R1) ⊆ SET (R2))

SET (R1 ∧R2) = SET (R1) ∩ SET (R2)
SET (R1 ∨R2) = SET (R1) ∪ SET (R2)

In the rest of this paper, Q denotes a query restriction,
SM a service method (e.g. a URL of the service descrip-
tion that might be used to invoke the service), SM(P ) a
restriction of a service method with a set of parameters P
(i.e., the restriction formula from the corresponding service
description), FIELDS (SM) and FIELDS (Q) are respec-
tively the sets of fields filled-in by the method and required
by the query.
A plan is a general step defined recursively using UNION

and JOIN operations as described below. The terminal case
of a general step is a basic step.

4.1 Basic step
The basic step of a query plan is a call to a service with pos-
sible filtering of the returned results. The filtering is realized
by performing a SELECT operation on the returned tuples.
The general structure of the basic step is represented by

the tupleBS = [SM, P, F,M,L], where SM is the method
to be called, P is the set of values for parameters of the
method call, F is a condition for the SELECT operation (a
logical formula), M is a mask restriction discussed below,
and L is the list of fields filled-in by the method call.
It is possible, that no single method call provides all the

information required by a query. The method call may return
only a subset of columns of the virtual table (fields) and/or a
subset of rows (instances). The two logical formulas, F and
M , describe how the set of tuples returned by the method
call differs from that required by the query. The filtering
condition F removes the tuples returned by the method that
do not belong to the query set SET (Q). Themask condition
M describes what part of the query tuples is contained in the
method results. An empty mask (M = TRUE ) means that
the query is answered completely. In general, the following
holds:

SM(P ) ∧ F = Q ∧M (1)

4.2 General step
A general step combines results from several steps.
A general step has a structural element V (e.g. an oper-

ation and a set of child steps the operation is applied to), a
cumulative mask M , a set of fields L the step is guaranteed
to produce, and a set of ordering constraints on the steps O:
GS = [V,M,L,O]. The set of ordering constraints O is
a set of pairs Si ≺ Sj stating that step Si should complete
before step Sj can be executed.
In the terminal case, the general step contains one basic

step and empty ordering constraints. The mask and the set
of fields are those of the basic step: GS = [BS,M,L, {}].
A general step can also merge results of several child steps

using a UNION or JOIN operation. In case of the UNION
operation, the results of the child steps are merged, the mask
restrictions are combined using the disjunction operation,
and the set of produced fields is computed as an intersec-
tion of the sets of fields produced by the child steps:

GS = [UNION ({CSi}),M,L,O]
M = ∨i Mi L = ∩i Li O = ∪i Oi

SET (GS) = ∪i SET (CSi)
The JOIN operation is performed when the child steps

share some fields. This can happen either when the steps
produce the same fields, or when fields produced by one step
are used as parameters within the other step. The mask re-
strictions of child steps are combined using the AND opera-
tion, and the sets of produced fields are unioned. The set of



ordering constraints of the new general step includes a union
of those of its child steps. Additional constraints are added
if there is a data dependency between the child steps:

GS = [JOIN ({CSi}),M,L,O]
M = ∧i Mi L = ∪i Li O ⊇ ∪iOi

SET (GS) ⊆ ×i SET (CSi)

4.3 Query plan
A query plan is just a general step which produces all of the
fields required by a query. We require that a plan does not
produce any irrelevant tuples (this is easily achieved using
filtering conditions). A good plan also has an empty cumula-
tive mask, i.e., it finds all tuples required by the query. Note
that because of (1), Q → M is equivalent to M = TRUE .
We will discuss the notion of a cost of the plan in Section 7.

5 Planner Algorithm
The algorithm has two parts: the CreateCall procedure cre-
ates basic steps, and the CreateStep procedure aggregates
steps (both basic and general) into general steps.

5.1 Creating a basic step
CreateCall receives a method SM , a query Q, and a set of
fields known so far C and, if possible, produces a basic step
[SM, P, F,M,L] or returns failure.
The known fields C can be considered constants, and can

be included in parameter expressions. For example, the
flight number field in the airline scenario of Section 3.1 is
a constant for method calls to GetAirline and GetNumAvail-
ableSeats.
We require that a method call fill in some new fields with

respect to C. If L = C, CreateCall returns failure. Results
of multiple steps producing the same set of fields (but dif-
ferent sets of tuples) may be UNIONed during creation of a
general step.
The problem solved by CreateCall can be stated as fol-

lows: find a set of parameters P such that SET (SM(P ))∩
SET (Q) ,= ∅. Ideally, we also want to maximize the inter-
section and minimize the difference. Optimality, and even
completeness, of an algorithm solving this problem depends
on information about types and operations. The algorithm
we present in this paper is provably terminating and correct,
and we believe that in most real-life scenarios the parameters
produced by this algorithm are close to optimum. Complete-
ness of the algorithm, i.e. its ability to find a set of parame-
ters P that produces a non-empty intersection of the plan and
query sets if such a set of parameters exists, depends on the
information provided by the type system.
We distinguish between four possible relations between

the method set SET (SM(P )) and the query set SET (Q).
1. There exists a set of parameters P such that the
method returns complete information: ∃P SET (Q) ⊆
SET (SM(P )).

2. There exists a set of parameters P such that all infor-
mation returned by the method is relevant for the query:
∃P SET (SM(P )) ⊆ SET (Q).

3. There exists a set of parameters P such that the method
returns some relevant information: ∃P SET (SM(P )) ∩
SET (Q) ,= ∅.

4. For any set of parameters P , the information provided
by the service is completely irrelevant to the query:
∀P SET (SM(P )) ∩ SET (Q) = ∅.

The last case corresponds to failure. The desirability of
the other three cases decreases in the order shown.
In accordance with this classification, CreateCall calls

three procedures: CheckComplete, CheckRelevant, and
CheckIntersect. If one of these procedures succeeds, the
obtained parameters are returned as a result of CreateCall.
Otherwise CreateCall returns failure.

Checking inclusion. Procedures CheckComplete and
CheckRelevant are dual, and we will describe them together.
Recall that the following relation holds between the

method restrictions, the query, and mask and filter restric-
tions of a basic step:

SM(P ) ∧ F = Q ∧M
CheckComplete checks the situation when the query set

is completely contained in the method set, i.e. the mask re-
striction is empty. This means that

Q → SM(P ) (2)
SM(P ) ∧ F → Q (3)

M = TRUE (4)
In case of CheckRelevant, the filter is empty:

SM(P ) → Q (5)
Q ∧M → SM(P ) (6)

F = TRUE (7)
CheckComplete and CheckRelevant work as follows.

First, the main implication (2 or 5) is checked, and suitable
values of P are found. Then, a filter/mask condition is found
such that the second implication holds (3 or 6). Note, that
the latter implications have a trivial solution F = Q and
M = SM(P ), and the algorithm just simplifies these ex-
pressions.

Checking the implication. The first part of the algorithm
(the implication checking) works with three sets:
database is a set of known inequalities usually coming
from the LHS of the implication we are trying to prove;
logically this set represents a conjunction;
toprove is a set of sets of inequalities we are trying to
prove; in each of the sets, all inequalities are equivalent
in the sense that proving any one of them is sufficient to
prove the others; initially, toprove is filled with single-
element sets for inequalities from the RHS of the implica-
tion;
assumptions is an initially empty set of inequalities limit-
ing the values of parameters.
The algorithm modifies these data structures (see below)

until a contradiction is found or the toprove set becomes
empty. In the latter case the assumptions set is used to
compute the values of method parameters in a greedy way,
e.g. translating the inequality p > a into a parameter value
assignment p = a.
There are three types of modifications: expansion

of the database set, matching of database and
toprove sets, and modifications to the toprove and
assumptions sets.
The first class of modifications adds new expressions into

the database set by performing syntactic rewriting and sim-
ple reasoning based on the type system information. All ex-
pressions added as a result of these modifications logically
follow from the database and the type system, and therefore
do not affect the implications mentioned above.



M1. Using transitivity: (a > b) ∧ (b > c) → (a > c). We
assume that the order relation > is defined within a type,
therefore in the above expression all variables are of the
same type.

M2. Usingmonotonicity: use monotonicity information about
operations (when supplied) to replace an argument of an
operation. For example, (a + b > c) ∧ (d > b) ∧
incr(′′+′′, arg2) → (a + d > c).

M3. Applying operation clusters. Operation clusters are ap-
plied to an inequality to produce a set of equivalent in-
equalities. For example, with traditional arithmetic, ap-
plying the cluster from Section 2.1 to (a+b > c) produces
additional inequalities (a > c− b) and (b > c− a).
The only modification of the second class changes

the toprove set using a syntactic match against the
database set.

M4. Exact match. If there is (Exp ROp Exp1) in
database and (Exp ROp Exp2) in a set in toprove,
and the number of fields used in Exp1 is less than that in
Exp, add (Exp1 ROp Exp2) to the set in toprove.
Note, that the new inequality added to the set of the

toprove set as a result of this modification is a sufficient
(but not necessary) condition to prove other inequalities in
the same set. The rationale behind this modification is that
it might be easier to find a syntactic match for this new in-
equality than for the original ones.
Finally, modifications of the third class strengthen the

assumptions so that the toprove set can be simplified,
i.e. some of the expressions in toprove can be proved.

M5. Remove ready assumption. If a set in toprove con-
tains an inequality of the form (p > CONST ) or (p <
CONST ), where p is a parameter (unknown), the in-
equality is moved to assumptions (with consistency
check) and the set is removed from toprove.

M6. Strengthen assumption. In the assumptions, replace
an inequality with equality. Ideally, this is the last thing
we want to do, because we can get a false negative if it is
done too early. For example, if we change x > a to x = a,
we will get a false conflict if we see (x > b) ∧ (b > a)
later.
The straightforward algorithm simply performs the mod-

ifications in any order until a solution or contradiction is
found, or no further modifications are possible. The claim
is that (i) any sequence of these operations terminate, (ii) if
such a sequence produces an answer, the answer is correct.
By correctness we mean that if the algorithm returns some
values of P (as opposed to failure), then the following holds

AS(P ) → (DB(P ) → TP (P )) (8)
¬(AS(P ) ≡ false) (9)

where AS(P ) is a conjunction of restrictions describing the
set of parameters, andDB(P ) and TP (P ) are the two con-
junctions describing the sets of instances in the database
and toprove sets.
While the formal proofs are omitted for space reasons,

the temination property follows from the fact that the
database set can be extended only finitely many times.
The total number of expressions that can be constructed us-
ing all values mentioned in the database gives the upper
bound on the algorithm’s complexity. The correctness prop-
erty is proved by showing an invariant of all modifications
which implies 8 and 9.

Computing mask and filter. After the implication check-
ing part of the algorithm succeeds, we can find the fil-
ter/mask restrictions using the same ideas. Now all param-
eter values are fixed, so the inequalities contain only fields
and constants. The following describes finding filter restric-
tions. The algorithm for finding mask restrictions is similar.
Recall that, by definition of filter, SM(P )∧F → Q, and

the pessimistic guess is F = Q. The idea is to simplify this
original guess by checking all inequalities in Q and taking
only those that cannot be proved from SM(P ):

F = {e|e ∈ Q ∧ ¬(SM(P ) → e)} (10)
To do this, initialize the database with SM(P ). Apply

transitivity, clusters, and monotonicity modifications in the
database. For each of the inequalities q in Q: (i) apply clus-
ters to q; (ii) if there is no match with the database, include
q in the filter.

Example. Consider the calendar scenario of Section 3.2.
In this example, the method CalendarM provides complete
information for the query QC . Here are the corresponding
restrictions (b stands for beginning and d for duration):

QC : b > C1, b + d < C2
CalendarM(P ) : b > P1, d < P2

Table 1 shows the initial values for the three sets.

database toprove assumptions
b > C1 {b > P1}

b + d < C2 {d < P2}
Table 1: Initial values for the three sets

The following modifications are performed to the sets:
1. Monotonicity of + with respect to the first argument and
inequalities b+d < C2 and b > C1 from the database
give C1 + d < C2.

2. Applying plus-minus cluster to the last inequality gives
d < C2− C1 and C1 < C2− d.

3. Two exact matches are performed producing C1 > P1
and C1−C2 < P2 in the toprove set. Now toprove
contains two sets of two inequalities each (see Table 2).

4. Two ready assumption modifications complete the pro-
cess. At this moment the toprove set is empty, and the
assumptions set contains C1 > P1 and C2 − C1 <
P2.
The values for parameters P1 and P2 can be computed

from the assumption inequalities in a greedy way: P1 =
C1, P2 = C2− C1.

database toprove assumptions
b > C1 {b > P1,

b + d < C2 C1 > P1}
C1 + d < C2 {d < P2,
d < C2− C1 C1− C2 < P2}
C1 < C2− d

Table 2: Values for the three sets after step 3



Now we can compute the filtering expression. After sub-
stituting the computed constant values for the method pa-
rameters, we obtain method restriction b > C1 ∧ d <
C2−C1. The first of the query inequalities, b > C1, follows
from it trivially, and the second one, b + d < C2, cannot be
proved. Therefore, the filter condition is b + d < C2.
Checking intersection. If neither (2) nor (5) hold, it is still
possible that the service produces some relevant informa-
tion, i.e. that the following holds:

AS(P ) → (SET (SM(P )) → SET (Q) ,= ∅)
¬(AS(P ) ≡ false)

The pessimistic guess (F = Q andM = SM(P )) is still
valid. However, information available to the planner may
not be sufficient to determine if the intersection is empty. In
Section 7 we discuss possible ways to address this problem.
For now, let us point out that the CreateStep procedure is
capable of producing a correct (although possibly subopti-
mal) plan and quantify its incompleteness regardless of the
algorithm used for checking intersection.

5.2 Creating a general step
The CreateStep procedure builds general steps of the plan by
growing them from the beginning. The algorithm terminates
either when a good plan is found (i.e. a general step that
produces all necessary fields and has an empty mask), or no
improvements are possible.
Input to the algorithm is a set of methods {SMi} found

by the discovery module and a query Q. The version of
the algorithm presented below monotonically grows a set of
general steps. An efficient implementation would drop steps
when they become useless, i.e. cannot be used to produce
new steps possibly leading to a plan.
1. Call CreateCall with C = ∅ for each of the SMi. Recall
that C is the set of fields that can be considered constants
by the CreateCall procedure. This produces the initial set
of general steps {[BSj ,Mj , Lj , {}]}.

2. If there exists step GSj = [Vj ,Mj , Lj , Oj ] such that
Mj = TRUE and Lj ⊇ FIELDS (Q), return GSj .

3. Expand the set of general steps
(a) Create all possible UNION steps where there is a

chance to improve the mask (the new mask is not equal
to any of the masks of the child steps). For existing
GSi = [Vi,Mi, Li, Oi] and GSj = [Vj ,Mj , Lj , Oj ],
create [UNION (GSi, GSj),Mk, Lk, Ok], where
Mk = Mi ∨ Mj , Lk = Li ∩ Lj , Ok = Oi ∪ Oj if
(Mk ,= Mi) ∧ (Mk ,= Mj).

(b) For each existing complex step GSi = [Vi,Mi, Li, Oi]
and method SMj call CreateCall with
C = Li. If CreateCall succeeds and returns
GSj = [BSj ,Mj , Lj , {}], create a new gen-
eral step [JOIN (GSi, BSj),Mk, Lk, Ok], where
Mk = Mi ∧Mj , Lk = Lj , Ok = Oi ∪ {GSi ≺ BSj}.

4. If the previous step added something, goto Step 2.
5. If there is a general step [Vi,Mi, Li, Oi] with Li ⊇

FIELDS (Q), return such a step with the maskMi closest
toQ, because this is the best we can do given the services.
Comparison of masks is done by checking implications
between them.

6. Otherwise fail.

The above algorithm may create plan structures with
repetitive parts and put unnecessarily tight ordering restric-
tions on the steps. Plans can be post-processed to improve
their quality by applying rewriting rules [1]. For example,

UNION (JOIN (A,B), JOIN (A,C)) =
JOIN (A,UNION (B,C))

Since the JOIN operation is required to increase the set of
known fields, the general steps constructed by this algorithm
are DAGs. The maximum depth of such a DAG is limited by
the number of fields the complex type has. Although plans
cannot contain loops, loop-like behaviors can be simulated
by creating virtual methods with different descriptions, as
illustrated by the airline example.

5.3 Airline scenario revisited
For the airline example of Section 3.1, CreateStep constructs
the following steps. The only two methods that can be called
right away form the first two general steps:
GSA

1 = [BSA
1 = [GetSchedule1(...),TRUE ],

(airline = United),
{from, to, depart, flight}, {}]

GSA
2 = [BSA

2 = [GetSchedule2(...),TRUE ],
(airline = Continental),
{from, to, depart, flight}, {}]

Step 3a of the algorithm adds a new general step
GSA

3 = [UNION (GSA
1 , GSA

2 ),
MA = (airline = United ∨

airline = Continental),
{from, to, depart, flight}, {}]

Now, that the flight number field is known, new
basic steps can be constructed (step 3b with C =
{from, to, depart, flight}). The following shows only the
chain leading to the final plan.
GSA

4 = [JOIN (GSA
3 ,

BSA
3 = [GetAirline(GSA

1 .f light),TRUE ]),
MA, {from, to, depart, flight, airline},
{GSA

3 ≺ BSA
3 }]

GSA
5 = [JOIN (GSA

4 ,
BSA

4 = [GetNumAvailableSeats(GSA
3 .f light,

GSA
3 .depart),TRUE ]),

MA, {from, to, depart, flight, airline, hasplace},
{GSA

3 ≺ BSA
3 , GSA

4 ≺ BSA
4 }]

Since it is not possible to further reduce the mask, the last
step, GSA

5 , constitutes the plan.

6 Related Work
Description of the relationship between a service method
and a query in terms of filter and mask formulas resembles
the semantic caching technique, where a client data query
to a database is answered by sending a probe query to a se-
mantic region (a locally cached set of tuples described by a
query) and a remainder query to the remote database, and
then merging the results [6]. The problem of finding a ser-
vice method that provides relevant information for a query is
similar to that of finding a semantic region. The filter corre-
sponds to the probe query, and the mask restriction is the re-
verse of the remainder query. The main difference is that the
semantic caching technique performs no analysis of queries



except surface structure comparisons and simple arithmetic
operations. Our algorithm performs more extensive analy-
sis of query expressions and uses external specification of
operations and properties.
Several information-gathering agents [8, 9] employ a rep-

resentation of information sources as relations with binding
patterns. Information Manifold [10] permits data sources to
specify that they contain complete information. This spec-
ification can be used for query optimization, and allows a
query planner to detect when a query may not be answered
completely. However, we are not aware of any system that
can quantify the incompleteness in query results.
Our algorithm for constructing a general step is similar to

that used in Occam [9]. As in Occam, our algorithm grows
plan prefixes, but in addition to chains of method calls it can
also generate DAG structures using the UNION operation.
Reasoning in description logics is computationally hard

[5]. [2] advocates a technique where descriptions of data
sources are precompiled so that the global schema is repre-
sented in terms of local sources. This approach allows for
very efficient answering of user queries stated in terms of
the global schema in scenarios where many similar queries
arrive between updates to the set of data sources. Complete
compilation assumes a fixed set of services. For the applica-
tion scenarios we are considering it is more likely that differ-
ent queries require access to different data sources. There-
fore, we choose to perform partial compilation. Service de-
scriptions are represented in terms of the same relations, but
matching of the restrictions is done for each query.

7 Summary and Future Work
In this paper we have presented a model for semantic service
description that relies on an external specification of types
and operations, and an algorithm for answering data queries
that can use such services and quantify incompleteness of
the answer.
The presented algorithm searches for a query plan, which

maximizes completeness of information returned by the
plan. A natural extension to the model is to support a notion
of cost of a method call, for example, as a monetary price for
use of the resource or as a total execution time. The algo-
rithm can accommodate such an extension by selecting the
cheapest plan in the general plan construction loop.
Another possible extension is to allow filtering of data not

only directly after a method call, but also after UNION and
JOIN operations. With plan cost information available, such
a modification would provide more flexibility for construc-
tion of an optimum plan.
Additional filtering operations can be performed before

method calls [14] to make sure that the methods are not
called with invalid arguments. Generation of such filters
can be based on method preconditions from OWL-S descrip-
tions, and would not affect the rest of the algorithm.
As we pointed out in Section 5.1, information provided by

the type system to the planner might be insufficient to deter-
mine if the intersection of the query set and the method set
is empty. However, it might be the case that the method pro-
vides valuable information even if neither of the inclusion
conditions (2, 5) holds. The two questions are how to com-
pute the mask restriction and whether to use such a service
at all. Additional information about types and operations
(e.g. linearity) may make it possible to answer the ques-
tion about intersection exactly. Given the model presented
in this paper, a best-effort algorithm for computing the mask

can be constructed similar to that for checking inclusion, but
using a conservative subset of modifications (only structural
matches). Note, that this algorithm can detect some situa-
tions where the intersection is empty, but cannot guarantee
that it is not. Using such a basic step in a plan may possi-
bly increase the plan set, but also the cost of the plan. How
to resolve the latter tradeoff and determine the kind of in-
formation needed for construction of an exact intersection
checking algorithm are open research questions.
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